Landscape Forms supplies commemorative plaques for many bench styles. This technical information sheet serves as a thought starter. Contact your Landscape Forms sales representative for selection assistance and pricing.

1. Preferred bench style: wood or metal
   
   **WOOD:**
   Plaque may be surface-mounted or recessed. Note: The machined plaque is 5/16” thick and will protrude from the surface more than the 1/16” thick etched plaque.

   **METAL:**
   Most styles do not allow the plaque to be recessed. In this case, the thinner etched plaque is more suitable.

2. Preferred plaque style
   
   **MACHINED:**
   Style: Traditional with raised lettering on bronze
   Material: Bronze
   Size: 2” h x 10” w x 5/16” d
   Font: Times New Roman (consult with your sales representative if other fonts are desired)
   Verbiage: Number of characters and lines limited due to machining process
   Mounting: Recessed for wood benches or Scarborough strap bench. Surface-mounted for all other bench styles
   Typical Bench Styles: Scarborough strap bench (recessed or surface mounted plaque), Plainwell wood bench (recessed or surface mounted plaque), Plainwell aluminum bench (surface mounted plaque only)

   **ETCHED:**
   Style: Transitional or contemporary look with lettering etched into bronze or stainless steel.
   Material: Stainless Steel or Bronze
   Size: 2” h x 10” w x 1/16” d
   Font: Times New Roman (consult with your sales representative if other fonts are desired)
   Verbiage: Etching process allows for more characters and lines
   Mounting: Surface Mounted
   Typical bench styles: Plainwell (wood or aluminum), Towne Square, Sit, Stay, Weisberg

   Note: Custom sized plaques are available, style of bench determines dimensions.